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Electrical transport through carbon nanotube junctions created by mechanical manipulation
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Using an atomic force microscope we have created nanotube junctions such as buckles and crossings within
individual single-wall metallic carbon nanotubes connected to metallic electrodes. The electronic transport
properties of these manipulated structures show that they form electronic tunnel junctions. The conductance
shows power-law behavior as a function of bias voltage and temperature, which can be well modeled by a
Luttinger liquid model for tunneling between two nanotube segments separated by the manipulated junction.
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Molecular electronics has taken a large step forward si
the discovery of carbon-nanotube metallic and semicond
ing molecular wires.1 Various nanotube devices have be
found to behave as conventional electronic components.
instance, individual semiconducting nanotubes function
field-effect transistors at room temperature,2 while metallic
nanotubes are single-electron transistors at
temperature.3,4 More recently, it was found that intramolecu
lar metal-semiconductor kink junctions can act as rectify
diodes at room temperature.5 Unlike conventional solid-state
devices, however, nanotubes are molecules. Conformati
changes can, therefore, be expected to strongly affect
electronic properties of nanotubes, opening up a route
wards nanoscale electromechanical devices. Indeed, the
ical work has indicated that local deformations such as tw
and buckles may induce strong barriers for elect
transport.6–8 While some transport experiments have be
conducted on carbon nanotube junctions which oc
naturally5,9,10and on defects due to locally applied strain,11 a
focused study with control over the geometry and configu
tion of the junction is lacking.

Here, we report electron transport measurements on
lecular junctions that have been fabricated in a contro
manner from straight undeformed nanotubes by manip
tion with an atomic force microscope~AFM!. We have fab-
ricated nanotube buckles and crossings and characte
their electron transport properties. We find that these m
chanically manipulated structures act as tunnel juncti
with a conductance that show power-law dependences
both bias voltage and temperature. For various sample
outs we obtain a wide range of power-law exponents, fr
0.25 to 1.4. We show that this variety can be understo
within one consistent Luttinger model.

Single-wall carbon nanotubes were produced by the gr
of Smalley at Rice University. A small amount of this ra
material is ultrasonically dispersed and spin coated on to
a SiO2 /Si-substrate containing a large array of predefined
electrodes. These electrodes are fabricated using a do
layer polymethylmethacrylate/metacrylic acid resist, elect
beam lithography, reactive ion etching, Pt evaporation,
lift-off. The resulting electrodes are embedded in the S2
substrate such that the height difference between the e
trodes and substrate is less than 1 nm. Nanoscale tunnel
tions are then created within individual carbon nanotubes
use of the AFM. Conductance measurements are perfor
using a standard ac-lockin technique.

Figure 1 presents two examples of nanojunctions t
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were fabricated with an AFM from individual metallic ca
bon nanotubes. In the fabrication procedure, the tip of
AFM is used to change the lateral position of a nanotu
lying on top of metallic electrodes. First, a nanotube is ide
tified by scanning the tip over the sample in tapping-mo
AFM. Then, the tip is pressed onto the surface and mo
along a predefined path across the nanotube. In this man
the position and shape of nanotubes can be controlled w
high degree of accuracy.12 In Fig. 1~a! we show the initial
configuration of a straight nanotube lying across four el
trodes. In order to bend the tube between the middle
electrodes, the nanotube has been dragged across the su
in a direction perpendicular to its length. During this dra
ging action, the nanotube has slided along its length ac
the electrodes. The sharp bend that results from the A

FIG. 1. Formation of carbon nanotube nanojunctions by AF
manipulation. Between the images in~a! and ~b!, an initially
straight nanotube has been dragged to the bottom by the AFM
resulting in a sharp 105° buckle. Image~c! and ~d! show the ma-
nipulation of a nanotube crossing from an initially straight nan
tube. The nanotube ends are extending 110~left! and 130 nm~right!
beyond the crossing point. The difference in apparent width of
nanotubes in these images is due to variation in the AFM tip rad
which is different for different tips, and which moreover can chan
in the manipulation process.
R10 653 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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manipulation has an angle of 105°@see Fig. 1~b!, and also
inset to Fig. 2#. This is well above the critical value of abou
60° needed to form a so-called ‘‘buckle,’’13 where a strongly
bent nanotube releases strain by locally collapsing the cy
drical shell structure into a flattened tube structure. Acco
ingly, a small height increase is found at the bending po
Another example of a manipulated nanojunction is shown
Figs. 1~c! and 1~d!. In this case, the dragging action of th
AFM has broken the nanotube. Subsequently, the two bro
ends of this nanotube have been pushed back together i
configuration where they cross each other. The resul
nanotube ends extend about 100 nm beyond the cros
point.

Multiterminal contacting of the nanotube allows one
separately measure the contact conductance~from two- and
three-terminal measurements! and the intrinsic conductanc
of the manipulated tube~from a four-terminal measurement!.
The buckled nanotube sample in Fig. 1~b! has contacts with
a low contact conductance, i.e., only 65 nS at room temp
ture. The intrinsic buckle conductance appears to be ab
1mS at room temperature. This is much lower than the fo
terminal conductance value of order 100mS that we typi-
cally find for nonmanipulated straight nanotubes in a sim
layout. The effect of the buckle on the electron transpor
thus quite dramatic. The buckle conductance is also m
lower than the quantum conductance unit of 4e2/h

FIG. 2. Conductance of a nanotube buckle as a function of t
perature in a four- and two-terminal measurement. The stra
solid lines on this log-log plot indicate the power-law behaviorG
}Ta, with the exponenta as denoted. Below 120 K, Coulom
blockade sets in which further suppresses the conductance a
temperatures. The inset shows a 3003300 nm2 AFM phase image
of the nanotube buckle. The four-terminal measurement reveals
intrinsic buckle conductance, whereas the two-terminal cond
tance is limited by the contact conductance.
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5154 mS, which indicates that the buckle acts as a tun
barrier.

In Fig. 2 the conductanceG of the buckled segment is
plotted versus absolute temperatureT on a double-
logarithmic scale for both the two- and four-terminal co
figuration. At high temperatures the data can be fitted wit
power-law functionG}Ta ~solid lines!. Below 120 K, Cou-
lomb blockade sets in which further suppresses the cond
tance. The power-law exponenta is found to be very differ-
ent, a50.26 versus 1.4, for the two- and four-termin
measurements respectively. The intrinsic buckle conducta
~four-terminal data! thus appears to be much more strong
temperature dependent than the contact conductance~two-
terminal data!.

We can understand these findings on the basis of a
tinger liquid model. The Luttinger model14,15 has been em-
ployed to explain recent transport experiments on meta
carbon nanotubes.16,5 In this model, electron-electron corre
lations combined with the one-dimensional nature of na
tubes lead to a power-law suppression of the tunneling c
ductance as a function of energy,dI/dV}Ea. HereE is the
maximum of the thermal or voltage energy scale, i.e.,kBT or
eV respectively, withkB Boltzmann’s constant ande the
electron charge. At low bias voltagesV!kBT/e this leads to
a power-law behavior of the conductance as a function oT,
i.e., G}Ta. At high voltagesV@kBT/e, however, it yields a
power-law dependence on voltage,dI/dV}Va. The expo-
nent a depends on the strength of the electron-electron
teractions which is characterized by the Luttinger interact
parameterg.14–16For repulsive interactions,g ranges from 0
~very strong interactions! to 1 ~no interactions!. Estimates of
g for carbon nanotubes are in the range of 0.2 – 0.3.14–16The
exponenta also depends on the position of tunneling. Wh
electrons are added to the end of the nanotube, the ex
electron charge can spread away in one direction only
the tunnel conductance is suppressed strongly with an e
nentaend5(1/g21)/4. Tunneling into the bulk of the nano
tube is more weakly suppressed, withabulk5(1/g1g
22)/8, because the excess charge can now spread in
directions away from the contact.

The conductance of the buckle is suppressed with
power-law exponenta51.4 ~Fig. 2!. If the buckle acts as a
tunnel barrier, transport across the buckle takes place by
neling of electrons from the end of one nanotube segmen
the end of the other segment. This end-to-end tunnelin
associated with an exponent twice as large as tunneling
a single end, i.e.,aend2end52aend5(1/g21)/2. Solving
aend2end51.4 yields a Luttinger interaction parameter val
g50.26. In the two-terminal configuration, however, th
contacts limit the conductance and one thus probes bulk
neling from the contacts to the nanotube. Here we fi
abulk50.26, from which we obtain thesameLuttinger pa-
rameter valueg50.26. It is gratifying that these exponen
which are differing by a factor 6, can be reconciled by th
single parameterg. The value ofg50.26 is also well in
agreement with theoretical estimates,14,15 recent experiments
in a different geometry,5 and the value ofg50.2960.04 that
we find for many samples with straight nonmanipulat
nanotubes. We thus conclude that the transport charact
tics of this buckle are well described by assuming that it a
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FIG. 3. Differential conductance of a manipulated nanotube crossing as a function of applied bias voltage for several tempera
this sample, the Coulomb blockade effect suppresses the conductance below 70 K. At low bias voltages,dI/dV(V) is constant while it
depends as a power-law on temperature. At high voltages, the differential conductance crosses over to a power-law dependen
voltagedI/dV}Va, with a50.48~dashed line!. The inset of~a! shows a 2003200 nm2 AFM amplitude image of the crossing.~b! presents
a scaling plot, wheredI/dV has been scaled byTa and is plotted versuseV/kBT for the crossing segment and, for comparison, for a typi
straight segment of a nanotube.
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as an artificially created nanometer-size tunnel junct
within an individual nanotube.

We now discuss data for the nanotube-crossing sam
shown in Fig. 1~d!. The conductance of the crossing reads
nS at room temperature.17 Again this value is much lowe
than the conductance quantum indicating that the cros
also acts as a tunnel junction. The conductance again
creases as a power-law upon lowering the temperature,
a50.50 ~not shown!. For this sample, the Coulomb block
ade effect further suppresses the conductance below 7
The bias dependence of the differential conductance at
eral temperatures is shown in Fig. 3. At all temperatures,
data show the same behavior: At low applied bias,dI/dV is
constant at a level that scales as a power law with temp
ture (a50.50). At high bias voltage it crosses over to
power-law voltage dependence, i.e.,dI/dV}Va with
a50.48 ~dashed line!. The dependence of the differenti
conductance on both energy scaleseV and kBT is empha-
sized in Fig. 3~b!, where the differential conductance
scaled byTa and plotted versuseV/kBT. As expected, all the
data obtained at different temperatures and bias voltages
lapse onto a single curve, which is well described by
theoretically expected form~dashed line!.18 The exponenta
that has been used to scale these curves onto each oth
0.50. Transport between crossing nanotubes was studie
cently, but only in the low-bias regime, where this powe
law behavior was not observed.10

The crossing junction thus yields a significantly differe
value a'0.50 than the buckle junction discussed abo
This can be understood as a direct consequence of the
ticular crossing geometry. Unlike the case for the nanot
buckle where the two tube ends meet, the contact in
crossing is now from the bulk of one tube to the bulk of t
other. The electron transport thus takes place via bulk
bulk tunneling19 with an exponent that is twice as large
that for regular bulk tunneling, i.e.,abulk2bulk52abulk
5(1/g1g22)/4. From abulk2bulk50.50 we findg50.27,
which again is in excellent agreement with the other res
n
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for g. The bulk-to-bulk tunneling observed for the crossi
can be readily compared to the regular bulk-tunneling c
figuration, which is done in Fig. 3~b!, where the scaled dif-
ferential conductance is shown for a straight nanotube
well.18 In this case, the exponent is found to bea50.24,
which indeed is half the exponent observed for bulk-to-b
tunneling. Molecular dynamics simulations have sugges
that crossing nanotubes can be both deformed by about
at the crossing point due to the van der Waals binding of
upper nanotube to the substrate away from the crossin20

Apparently, this deformation, if present at all, does not el
tronically break up the nanotubes, since our data indicate
intertube transport occurs via bulk-to-bulk rather th
through end-to-end or end-to-bulk tunneling.

Recently, transport experiments were conducted on me
metal nanotube kink junctions formed by a pentago
heptagon defect pair located at the kink5 and naturally occur-
ring crossing junctions.9,10 Whereas such junctions are ra
objects, the present work shows that one can use an AFM
precisely define local junctions at arbitrary positions alon
nanotube. The transport characteristics demonstrate
these local junctions significantly alter the electronic tra
port properties of carbon nanotubes. A unifying descript
of single nanotubes, kinks, buckles, and crossings can
obtained from the Luttinger liquid model. The manipulatio
technique shown here allows the fabrication of various int
esting new nanotube structures. For instance, double-bu
structures can be envisioned which define a roo
temperature single-electron transistor.21,22 More generally,
we expect that electromechanical effects may find their
in future nanoelectronic devices.
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